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TECH SHOW.

THE Tech Show this year, being the product of Tech talent, should surpass its predecessors in its local hits, making it a distinctly Tech affair. The plot is of such a character as to provide for a number of topical songs and clever dances, so that if the fellows take hold of the play with the same enthusiasm shown in former years, the Tech Show will be a credit to the Institute.

B. A. A. MEET.

WHILE we wish to congratulate the Track Team, Coach Mahan and all our representatives for the fine showing made in the B. A. A. Meet, we lament the unhappy accident that marred our principal event of the evening, and left the decision of the relay race to be based on a foul. Most of all we regret that, though manifestly unintentional, a foul should be accredited to Bowdoin against Tech, for though all who witnessed it are satisfied of its purely accidental character, and though Tech's and Bowdoin's relations have always been of the most amiable and friendly nature, the unsatisfactoriness of such a decision, and the spirit implied and too likely to be generated by it, cannot be explained away and guarded against too carefully. The action of Bowdoin in not protesting the decision is evidence of her sportsmanlike and gentlemanly attitude in the affair, and we hope she carries away no spark of bitterness or injury resulting from it. For our part, we heartily absolve Bowdoin from all suspicion of intentional fouling, lament the unhappy accident, and wish that next time we may meet with all circumstances favorable to an uninterrupted and satisfactorily decided race.

THE BURSAR.

SEVERAL times this year THE Tech, having had occasion to consult the Bursar, has noted a marked change in the attitude of that office toward student affairs. Mr. Rand is a man interested in student life, and always willing to discuss questions which come within his sphere. In-